Dear Parent

Please find below a list of stationery requirements for our Secondary students in 2016.

Due to the fact that the students will be using laptops there is no official booklist as in previous years. On-line texts are formatted onto students’ lap tops and are charged to your account as an e-learning levy.

The items below are required for all students and will need to be replenished regularly throughout the year.

- Pencil Case
- 10 x Pens (6 blue, 2 Black, 2 Red)
- Eraser Ink/ Pencil
- Ruler
- 3 Glue Sticks
- Scissors
- Sharpener
- Compass
- 180˚ Protractor
- 6 x Pencil 2b
- 2 x Black Fine-liners (.5mm)
- Coloured Pencils and Textas
- 3 x A4 Display Books
- (➔) Ear Plugs (computer use)
- 8 x A4 Exercise Books (96 pages) ~ Individual Books per subject
- 3 x A4 5mm Grid Book (128 pages) (Mathematics)

Year 7

- (➔) Document Wallets (A4 pk.10)
- 1 x A3 Visual Diary (also known as Sketchbook)
- Plastic Pockets (A4 pk.20)

- Scientific Calculator (retain Yr.7-10) (Compulsory)